Assessing Leukocyte-endothelial Interactions Under Flow Conditions in an Ex Vivo Autoperfused Microflow Chamber Assay
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Abstract

Leukocyte-endothelial interactions are early and critical events in acute and chronic inflammation and can, when dysregulated, mediate tissue injury leading to permanent pathological damage. Existing conventional assays allow the analysis of leukocyte adhesion molecules only after the extraction of leukocytes from the blood. This requires the blood to undergo several steps before peripheral blood leukocytes (PBLs) can be ready for analysis, which in turn can stimulate PBLs influencing the research findings. The autoperfused micro flow chamber assay, however, allows scientists to study early leukocytes functional dysregulation using the systemic flow of a live mouse while having the freedom of manipulating a coated chamber. Through a disease model, the functional expression of leukocyte adhesion molecules can be assessed and quantified in a micro-glass chamber coated with immobilized endothelial adhesion molecules ex vivo. In this model, the blood flows between the right common carotid artery and left external jugular vein of a live mouse under anesthesia, allowing the interaction of native PBLs in the chamber. Real-time experimental analysis is achieved with the assistance of an intravital microscope as well as a Harvard Apparatus pressure device. The application of a flow regulator at the input point of the glass chamber allows comparable physiological flow conditions amongst the experiments. Leukocyte rolling velocity is the main outcome and is measured using the National Institutes of Health open-access software ImageJ. In summary, the autoperfused micro flow chamber assay provides an optimal physiological environment to study leukocytes endothelial interaction and allows researchers to draw accurate conclusions when studying inflammation.

Video Link

The video component of this article can be found at http://www.jove.com/video/52130/

Introduction

Inflammation is the body’s universal response to injury and is a crucial step in both innate and adaptive immune system function. In response to injury and/or inflammatory stimuli, endothelial cells upregulate specific adhesion molecules; this leads to leukocyte extravasation through the microvascular endothelium, primarily in post capillary venules. This process starts with tethering of the free-flowing leukocytes in the bloodstream on the endothelium. Stable rolling and firm adhesion of leukocytes, which in turn leads to transmigration and the secretion of cytotoxic agents, follow this tethering. Selectins are known to mediate the early steps of the cascade; integrins are responsible for the later steps of firm adhesion and transmigration.

A growing body of evidence suggests leukocytes and endothelial adhesion molecules have vital roles in animal models of ischemia reperfusion injury, asthma, psoriasis, multiple sclerosis, and age-related macular degeneration. Under these conditions, the inflammatory response is misdirected to attack one’s own body, resulting in the breakdown of healthy tissue. Existing anti-inflammatory agents (such as non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, corticosteroids, or other chemotherapeutic agents) carry the risk of severe side effects with long-term use. Therefore, it is of great interest to have the appropriate tools with the ability to identify disease-specific molecules, which can ultimately be targeted to have the desired anti-inflammatory effect while remaining non-toxic.

Existing in vitro methods such as the static leukocyte adhesion assay were used as early as 1976. The parallel flow chamber was first used in vitro in 1987 to study leukocyte-endothelial interactions under flow conditions. In these experiments, stimulated human polymorphonuclear leukocytes (PMNs) from venous blood were perfused over a monolayer of primary human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs). To control for the hemodynamic flow conditions, the Harvard Apparatus syringe pump was employed. Alternatively, to avoid artificial leukocytes isolation, whole blood was used in combination with the glass chamber coated with immobilized adhesion molecules.

To avoid leukocyte stimulation and to mechanistically study their interaction with the adhesion molecules under approximate physiologic conditions, an ex vivo autoperfused, extracorporeal, arteriovenous circuit was developed. In this circuit, the blood flows between the right common carotid artery and left external jugular vein of a live mouse under anesthesia, allowing interaction of native PBLs within a glass microflow chamber coated with single or co-immobilized adhesion molecules. A major advantage to this system is the ability to employ...
genetically engineered mice, in which inflammatory pathways are directly or indirectly manipulated. Additionally, there is the ability to pinpoint the isolated contribution of leukocyte adhesion molecules to inflammation, free of external activation, under flow conditions. The application of a flow regulator at the input point of the flow chamber provides a wide range of experimental variations of shear forces to mimic either arterial or venous systems. Here we describe in great detail a protocol concerning the preparation and performance of the ex vivo autoperfused microflow chamber assay.

**Protocol**

All experiments on animals were handled in accordance with the Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research, and the guidelines and regulations set forth by the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary Animal Care Committee.

**The day before the experiment:**

**1. Preparation of Tubing for Flow Chamber**

1. To prepare the jugular side, connect 1 cm PE10 polyethylene tubing to 6 cm silicon tubing followed by 5 cm polyethylene tubing. For the carotid side, prepare similarly to the jugular side with the addition of a T-tube within the 6 cm silicon tubing about 1.5 cm away from the 1 cm polyethylene tubing (Figure 1A, B). In order to insert the T-tube, widen the silicon tube by using fine forceps if necessary.

2. Connect one end of 10 cm of silicone tubing to the pressure transducer then insert the T end of the carotid side T-tube into the other end. Ensure the connection sites are tight and leak free. Apply a small rectangular piece of parafilm over where the tubing fits together, if necessary, to prevent leakage (Figure 1C).

**2. Coating the Chamber**

1. Prepare the endothelial surface coating protein (e.g., P selectin, intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1), vascular cell adhesion protein-1 (VCAM-1)) in 0.1% BSA. As a guideline, 1 μg of protein in 200 μl BSA is enough to coat 4-5 chambers. Using a 1 ml syringe connected to a 25 G needle, infuse each chamber (0.04 x 0.4 x 50 mm) with endothelial surface coating protein. Store the coated chambers in a 15 ml tube at 4 °C overnight.

**The day of the experiment:**

**3. Preparing the Chamber**

1. Remove the coated chambers from 4 °C and connect the jugular and carotid tubing to each side. Seal the connections by carefully stretching a small rectangular piece of parafilm over where the tubing meets the chamber. Using a syringe, fill the chamber and tubing with 0.1% BSA (check for leakage). Incubate for 45 min.

2. Prepare a 35 mm Petri dish to hold the chamber by cutting notches on each side of the dish. Stabilize the chamber in the notches; then use a small drop of silicone to affix the chamber to the dish at the notched site. Make sure the chamber is level by looking under the microscope. Allow the silicone to dry for at least 15 min.

3. Fill a 60 ml locking syringe with heparin and connect to the pressure transducer. Connect the pressure transducer to the carotid tubing in the following order: Transducer, silicon tubing, and T-tube.

   1. Use a 1 cm PE50 between the silicon tubing connected to the transducer and the T-tube to secure the connection. Pass the carotid artery silicone tubing through the pressure clamp (Figure 1D). Run 100USP heparin through the tubing and chamber until there are no air bubbles.

**4. Setting up the Software**

1. To prepare the software, turn on the computer, microscope, and open lab device. Double click on the Leica application suite (LAS) (or equivalent) and prepare a folder to save the video: browse → acquire → movie → define sequence of clips (clips = 15, recording time = 30 sec, and intervals = 15 sec) then click the “+” sign to confirm.

2. To record the flow pressure open the LabChart (or equivalent) file and coordinate the file name to the recording folder in step 4.1, above.

**5. Surgical Procedure**

1. Anesthetize an 8-10 week-old mouse using a combination of ketamine (60 mg/kg) and xylazine (6 mg/kg) injected intra-peritoneally (IP). Confirm that deep sedation is achieved within 5-10 min by loss of pedal withdrawal reflex. If necessary, isoflurane delivered via face mask can be given as needed.

2. While under anesthesia, place a warming pad under the cage and set to 37 °C to maintain body temperature. Once proper anesthesia is confirmed, place the mouse in a ventral position and coat the eyes with bacitracin ointment to prevent ocular dryness.

3. Thereafter, shave the hair at the incision site using a razor blade and thoroughly clean the site with alcohol.

4. Once fully anesthetized secure the animal with tape keeping the mouse in a ventral position. Expose the neck area with scissors and remove the thyroid gland to expose the trachea and vessels (Figure 2A).
5. Clean the carotid artery until it is fully exposed taking care not to damage the vagus nerve (Figure 2B). Fold a piece of suture and pass the bend underneath the carotid artery then cut at the bend so there are now 2 pieces of suture underneath the carotid. Loop each suture into knots (do not tighten the knots).

6. Repeat the same procedure to expose the left jugular vein (Figure 2C), preparing the sutures in the same manner (Figure 2D).

7. Connect the tubing to the mouse vasculature.
   1. Heparinize the mouse by injecting 1 ml of heparin IP.
   2. Tighten the upper suture on the carotid artery. Place the vessel clamp as low as it can go on the carotid artery (Figure 3A). Use forceps to hold the artery by the upper suture and make a small incision, about 1/8 of the circumference of the artery, using the microscissors (Figure 3B).
   3. Pass the carotid artery tubing through the second knot in the upper suture and into the incision made in the artery. Tie off the lower suture so that the artery is sealed around the tubing (several knots should be made to ensure a tight seal; Figure 3C).
   4. Repeat the same procedure for inserting the jugular vein tubing (the vessel clamp is not needed for the jugular side; Figure 3D).
   5. Test the flow by releasing the vessel clamp. If there are no leaks move the mouse to the microscope and connect the carotid tubing and jugular vein to the chamber tubing (see attached video for demonstration of surgical procedure).

6. Recording Rolling Velocity

1. Open the carotid clamp to fill the chamber, making a circuit with the mouse circulatory system. Allow the blood to circulate for 3-5 min so that the flow conditions stabilize. During the waiting period of 3-5 min, adjust the microscope stage so that the chamber is level from one end to the other with the microscope objective and its edge is parallel with the video recording window on the screen.

2. Fill the modified Petri dish containing the glass chamber with water then lower the 10X water immersion objective into the dish so that the cells flowing through the chamber are visible. The light intensity may have to be adjusted for adequate viewing of the cells. Generally a lower intensity is better.

3. Adjust the clamp on the tubing so that the transducer reads a steady 30 mm Hg, correlating to a medium physiological flow pressure, or as desired.

4. Press “start” to initiate recording both the video and the pressure with the first time lapse close to the jugular end and moving against the flow toward the carotid end until completed.

   NOTE: Several coating conditions using different adhesion molecules can be studied in the same mouse by using multiple chambers. Only one chamber is recorded at a time.

   1. When recording is finished, close the valve at the input site, stopping the blood flow. Remove the chamber and fit a new chamber (coated with a different adhesion molecule) to the circuit using fine forceps in one hand and grooved forceps in the other hand. Resume recording for the new chamber as outlined in the steps 6.1-6.4.

5. Euthanize all mice by CO₂ asphyxiation followed by a spinal cord dislocation at the end of the experiment. The procedure is terminal, therefore, the mice are euthanized by a spinal cord dislocation at the end of the experiment.

7. Interpreting the Results

1. To analyze the recorded data use the “M TrackJ” plugin for ImageJ software.
2. Convert the file to grayscale by Select file → import → AVI → convert to grayscale.
3. Standardize the frames by Select → image → property → enter the frame intervals (i) → global. Calculate the frame intervals by dividing the total video duration (usually 30 sec) by the number of frames in one video (shown in the upper corner of the Image J video window).
4. Measure the flow of each leukocyte by Select plugin → M TrackJ → Add tracks → select a leukocyte → Track it with each frame for 15 - 20 sec → Merge.
5. Repeat step 7.4 for all the leukocytes in view.
6. Determine the mean rolling velocity of the leukocytes by Select measure → two columns appear → Copy all of the M TrakJ:Tracks into a spreadsheet. The column labeled “mean V” is the leukocyte rolling measured in pixels/second. Convert into μm/sec by dividing by 2/3.
7. To analyze the pressure data highlight and export into a spreadsheet and perform the following calculation: ΔP (mm Hg) and I (dyne/cm²) for a comparison between each experimental group. Once calculated, copy the data into prism software for graphing.

Representative Results

During each recording only interacting leukocytes are evident on the chamber. Results from a representative experiment can be seen in Figure 4. The white arrows point to individual leukocytes that were captured by the adhesion molecule of interest and are rolling along the chamber amongst other free-flowing ones within the blood flow. A common artifact outside the chamber can be seen with the large dark spheres in all the images. The dark spheres help the reader appreciate the leukocyte movement in relation to a fixed point. Leukocytes advancement over a period of 22 sec can be seen in relation to the spheres. The graph in the same figure shows a final plot of the data where Tx1 decreases the rolling velocity (a shift to the left) and Tx2 increases the velocity (a shift to the right) compared to the control.
Figure 1: Preparation of tubing for the flow chamber. (A) Tools required for tubing and chamber assembly (micro glass chamber 0.4 x 0.04 x 50 mm, polyethylene tubing PE10, polyethylene tubing PE60, silicon tubing 002, Y tube, T tube, 35 mm Petri dish, fine forceps, fine scissors, tube holder, vascular clamp, 7-0 silk suture. (B) Preparation of the carotid artery and jugular vein tubing for re-directing the mouse blood flow through the coated chamber. (C) Connecting the carotid artery tubing to the pressure transducer. (D) Pass the tubing from the transducer through the clamp to adjust the rate of the blood flow. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
Figure 2: Exposing the carotid artery and jugular vein. (A) Carefully cut the neck area to expose the trachea. (B) Clean the right carotid artery so that a piece of suture can be passed underneath the vessel (dotted yellow line outlines the carotid artery). (C) Clean the left jugular vein so that a piece of suture can be passed under the vessel (dotted yellow line outlines the jugular vein). (D) Arrange loosely tied sutures at the upper and lower regions of the carotid artery and jugular vein (arrows indicated the upper and lower regions of the vessels). Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
Figure 3: Connecting the tubing to the carotid artery and jugular vein. (A) Tighten the upper knot on the carotid and place the clamp below the lower knot. (B) Using the microscissors, make a small incision in the carotid, about 1/8 the circumference (dotted yellow circle indicates the incision). (C) Insert the tubing into the carotid and secure with at least two sutures (green dotted line shows the tubing and the yellow dotted line the carotid artery). (D) Similarly insert tubing in the jugular (green dotted line shows the tubing and the yellow dotted line the jugular vein). Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
Figure 4: Representative time course of leukocytes rolling through the flow chamber (Scale bar = 100 μm) (white arrowheads point out rolling leukocytes). Graph depicts representative results after exporting into a graphing program (Tx1 and Tx2 are experimental treatment groups and CTR is the control group). Tx1 represents a treatment in which leukocytes slow down leading to a decrease in leukocytes rolling velocity and a left shift of the graph compared to the untreated group (CTR), while Tx2 leads to a right shift reflecting an increase in leukocytes rolling velocity. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Discussion

The process of leukocyte recruitment is a crucial step in the inflammatory response; it involves the migration of leukocytes from the circulatory system towards target tissues, where they are able to exert their effector function. Leukocyte recruitment is integral in a variety of inflammatory conditions such as atherosclerotic plaques, myocardial infarction, ischemia/reperfusion, and transplant surgery, as well as multiple CNS related neuro-inflammatory conditions. Considering the diversity of the disease conditions that leukocyte recruitment spans, the autoperfused microflow chamber provides an indispensable tool allowing the investigator the ability to study leukocyte migration dynamics.

Over the past several decades, a variety of in vitro assays have been developed to study the dynamics of leukocyte cell adhesion. Unfortunately, all of these assays require the extraction of the leukocytes from the blood, introducing mechanical activation. To get closer to the in vivo environment, adaptations were made to collect whole blood samples and control the hemodynamic flow conditions. Here, we extend the previous advances in the field by linking a coated chamber to the mouse circulatory system. We are able to regulate the flow of the blood to a physiologic range and study the dynamics of leukocyte rolling. The coated chamber gives us the ability to study leukocyte interactions with specific adhesion molecules. Since the system is functioning as a unit operated by a live mouse, it more closely mimics the natural environment, allowing us to study leukocyte-endothelial interactions in a variety of immunologic mouse models. Additionally, this system allows us to take advantage of the multiple genetic mouse models available. While the system does not completely replicate the in vivo environment, it provides a platform to study specific elements of the leukocytes under physiologic conditions, a feat that has not previously been possible. Even though this takes us a step closer to a more physiologic environment there are limitations to the system. It does not completely replicate the complex 3D matrix of the vasculature so we are only able to assess certain elements of leukocyte interactions that are restricted to the chamber coating. In addition, great care should be taken to ensure a closed system to the mouse circulation by following all the steps mentioned in the protocol. The introduction of air bubbles will greatly affect the accuracy and reproducibility of the experiments.

While we describe the use of the Autoperfused Microflow chamber for assessing leukocyte rolling dynamics the procedure has the potential to be personalized by investigators to study a variety of diseases. For example, cancer cells metastasize by expressing many of the common integrins shared by leukocytes. Studying their rolling dynamics in a setting that more closely mimics an in vivo environment could help in our knowledge, and possibly the prediction, of the invasive nature of certain cancer cells. One possible approach could be to combine a labeling technique...
for the cancer cells, such as GFP27, along with the flow chamber assay to track rolling dynamics of the cancer cells expressing GFP. Given the flexibility of coating the chamber with a variety of substances and connecting multiple chambers to the same mouse it will be interesting to see how this procedure is modified for use in other labs in combination with genetically modified mice and disease models. The technique we describe here just touches on a much broader application potential that is only limited by the creativity of the investigator.
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